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Summary
Hey , my name is Samy!
 
I am a Front End Engineer.
 
Currently building UI's with React, Emotion, NextJS and Socket.IO.
 
I am a passionate and dedicated Front-End Developer with a keen eye for creating visually stunning and user-
friendly websites.
 
Whether it's optimizing performance, solving complex UI challenges, or implementing cutting-edge features, I am
always up for the next exciting project. So get in touch!

Experience
Frontend Developer
KOTELOV
Oct 2022 - Present (10 months)
Developing and maintaining the front-end of a real-time bidding web application for automobile auctions
consisting of an admin panel and a client interface
 
Stack: React Query · Emotion · Socket.io · TypeScript · Redux Toolkit · Next.js
 
- Developed custom charts and data visualizations
- Implemented responsive web designs, accommodating various screen sizes and devices
- Conducted thorough cross-browser and cross-device testing
- Created a custom components library according to client guide book and corporate identity
- Implemented dynamic theming leveraging Emotion and React
- Optimized application performance through code refactoring and performance tuning
- Ensured data security through the implementation of robust user authentication and authorization
features
- Integrated websockets to enable real-time updates
- Implemented galleries and tabular data, with sorting, filtering and pagination
- Added a global application-wide search functionality
- Established SSR and SEO, in addition to analytics and metrics
- Participated in developing a full authorization flow
- Worked with permissions
- Created PWA, Service Worker and event based system notifications

Frontend Developer
KOTELOV
Jul 2022 - Oct 2022 (4 months)
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Sole developer and architect of an internal personal account web application for tracking shipments,
managing orders, and generating reports
 
Stack: TypeScript · Vite · Redux Toolkit · RTK Query · React.js
 
- Laid out a scalable foundation anticipating clients needs and wants
- Implemented dynamic tabular data using React Table (filter, sort, search and pagination)
- Integrated lazy loading techniques to optimize performance and handle large datasets
- Implemented Excel export functionality, allowing clients to download tabular data
- Worked closely with UX designers and product managers to create intuitive and user-friendly
interfaces
- Created a custom components library according to client guide book and corporate identity
- Integrated the front-end with RESTful APIs provided by the backend team
- Implemented 2FA
- Collaborated with the QA team to conduct rigorous testing and bug fixing
- Conducted performance optimization techniques to improve loading times and reduce server requests
- Actively contributed to agile development processes, participating in sprint planning, daily stand-ups,
and retrospectives to align with project goals and timeline

Frontend Web Developer
Coin32
Oct 2021 - Jun 2022 (9 months)
Developed and styled a web platform for vendor software distribution, including authentication, user
management, tabled data and a catalog of software products
 
Stack: React · React Router · Storybook · Styled Components · MUI · Webpack
 
- Migrated a legacy Backbone application to React
- Worked with tabular data
- Client-side development of a complex SPA with authentication, routing and dynamic data
- Created an internal component library and design system
- Peer code reviews and documentation writing

Frontend Web Developer
Freelance
Apr 2020 - Sep 2021 (1 year 6 months)
Languages:
JavaScript (ES6), TypeScript, HTML, CSS/Sass
 
Libs and frameworks:
React, Redux, React Router, NextJS, NXWorkspace, Node.js, Emotion, Framer Motion, MUI, Chakra-
UI, Storybook, Styled Components, TailwindCSS
 
Tools:
Vite, Rollup, Webpack, Vercel, Prismic, GraphCMS, StrapiCMS, Sanity.io, Docker, Firebase
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Some of my early pet-projects that I worked on in my free time: https://github.com/SamyZog?
tab=repositories

Education
Lebanese International University
Bachelor of Business Administration - BBA, Marketing
2009 - 2013
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